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� Facile antigen/adjuvant co-loaded
nanovaccine made by convenient
green preparation.

� The immunological activity of the
antigen and adjuvant was maximally
preserved.

� The minimalist nanovaccine had
excellent stability and antitumor
immune activation.

� Nanovaccine combined with PD-1
antibody synergistically enhanced
therapy outcome.

� Good practicability for expanding
clinical translation and personalized
therapy.
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Introduction: Tumor vaccine has been a research boom for cancer immunotherapy, while its therapeutic
outcome is severely depressed by the vulnerable in vivo delivery efficiency. Moreover, tumor immune
escape is also another intractable issue, which has badly whittled down the therapeutic efficiency.
Objectives: Our study aims to solve the above dilemmas by cooperating minimalist nanovaccine with
PD-1 blockade for effective and feasible cancer immunotherapy.
Methods: The minimalist antigen and adjuvant co-delivery nanovaccine was developed by employing
natural polycationic protamine (PRT) to carry the electronegative ovalbumin (OVA) antigen and
unmethylated Cytosine-phosphorothioate-Guanine (CpG) adjuvant via convenient chemical bench-free
‘‘green” preparation without chemical-synthesis and no organic solvent was required, which could pre-
serve the immunological activities of the antigens and adjuvants. On that basis, PD-1 antibody (aPD-1)
was utilized to block the tumor immune escape and cooperate with the nanovaccine by maintaining
the tumoricidal-activity of the vaccine-induced T cells.
Results: Benefited from the polycationic PRT, the facile PRT/CpG/OVA nanovaccine displayed satisfactory
delivery performance, involving enhanced cellular uptake in dendritic cells (DCs), realizable endosomal
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escape and promoted stimulation for DCs’ maturation. These features would be helpful for the antitumor
immunotherapeutic efficiency of the nanovaccine. Furthermore, the cooperation of the nanovaccine with
aPD-1 synergistically improved the immunotherapy outcome, profiting by the cooperation of the ‘‘T cell
induction” competency of the nanovaccine and the ‘‘T cell maintenance” function of the aPD-1.
Conclusion: This study will provide new concepts for the design and construction of facile nanovaccines,
and contribute valuable scientific basis for cancer immunotherapy.
� 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Cairo University. This is an open access article

under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
Introduction

Cancer immunotherapy has exhibited immense potential and
received tremendous attention involving many advanced break-
throughs for cancer treatment in the past several years [1–3].
Among the multifarious immunotherapy modalities, tumor vac-
cine has been a potential type of active immunotherapy owing to
their superiority in specificity [4,5]. By administering tumor anti-
gens into the body, antitumor immune responses will be stimu-
lated and elicited to recognize and attack the tumor cells. To
date, extensive research on tumor vaccines has been conducted
basing on peptide and protein subunit antigens by virtue of their
unique advantages in safety, manufacture and storage [6,7]. How-
ever, due to their low immunogenicity and the vulnerable in vivo
delivery efficiency of these antigens, the aroused antitumor
immune responses were usually inferior, and the limited therapeu-
tic outcomes were far from satisfactory for cancer treatment [8,9].

In order to improve the therapeutic efficiency of these tumor
vaccines, the introduction of nanomaterials can effectively
improve the antigen in vivo delivery efficiency, enhance the anti-
gen immunogenicity, and optimize the vaccine treatment program
[10,11]. Nanovaccines with specific properties can be designed
according to the actual requirements [12,13]. After encapsulated
by the nanomaterials, the antigens would be protected from degra-
dation during in vivo transportation [14]. Enhanced uptake in
antigen-presenting cells (APCs) would be realized by incorporating
some cationic or cell-penetrating materials in the nanovaccines
[15]. By modification with some specific antibodies or targeting
ligands, APC targeting properties would be empowered for the
nanovaccines [16]. Besides, controlled or sustained release of the
antigens could also be regulated by the nanocarries in a desired
manner [17]. Some membrane-disrupting materials could crack
the endosomes and assist the antigen escaping into cytoplasm
for contributing to the antigen cross-presentation [18]. Further-
more, antigens and adjuvants could be co-loaded in the nanovacci-
nes, which would increase the immunogenicity and
immunostimulatory effect of the nanovaccines to prime powerful
antitumor immune responses of the body and improve the cancer
immunotherapy efficiency [11,19]. At present, nanovaccine has
already been one of the research hotspots in cancer immunother-
apy [13,20]. However, many reported nanovaccines usually
involved complicated synthesis and modification processes which
encompassed various technical and manufactural challenges.
Therefore, it is practical to develop nanovaccines possessing char-
acteristics of simple synthesis, affordable manufacture, scalable
production and feasible clinical translation.

Protamine (PRT), a naturally occurring highly alkaline cationic
polypeptide (4–4.25 kDa) containing 32 amino acids and is rich
in arginine, and it mainly exists for DNA condensing in the cell
nucleus of the mature sperm of fish [21,22]. PRT sulfate is
widely used to improve the half-life of the insulin, and it has
been also approved by FDA as an effective heparin antidote
[23]. Moreover, PRT has universally recognized as an accessible
drug for clinical use with a long history due to its high stability,
low immunogenicity and good biological safety [24,25]. At the
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same time, PRT can adsorb negatively charged molecules (such
as DNA, RNA, protein and peptide) via electrostatic interaction
to form complex nanoparticles, which can serve as good drug
delivery systems (DDS) [26,27]. Enlightened by the utilization
of PRT in DDS, we hypothesize that the polycationic PRT can
be exploited as a carrier material to construct a tumor antigen
and adjuvant co-loaded nanovaccine to improve the in vivo
delivery efficiency. On the one hand, PRT has very low immuno-
genicity and immunostimulatory effect, because it does not con-
tain any aromatic amino acids and lacks a rigid structure [28], so
it’s a suitable material for antigen and adjuvant delivery. On the
other hand, the positive PRT can bind the negatively charged
antigen and adjuvant synchronously to form the complex
nanovaccine, and the arginine-rich sequence of PRT can also
assist to cross the cell membrane of APCs easily for an improved
uptake [29]. Moreover, the ‘‘proton sponge” effect of PRT will
facilitate the endosomal escape of the antigen and promote the
cross-presentation for inducing the tumor-cytotoxic CD8+ T cells
to realize potent antitumor immunotherapy [30].

To validate the availability of our hypothesis on PRT-based
nanovaccines, in this work, an antigen and adjuvant co-delivery
nanovaccine was developed by utilizing polycationic PRT as the
carrier material to adsorb the negatively charged model antigen
ovalbumin (OVA) and the adjuvant unmethylated Cytosine-phos
phorothioate-Guanine (CpG) via electrostatic interaction. After
simple mixing, PRT would bind with the CpG and OVA, these
macromolecules would be condensed to form complex nanoparti-
cles, through this convenient method the PRT/CpG/OVA (abbrevi-
ated as PCO) nanovaccine was prepared. By subcutaneous (s.c.)
administration, the PCO nanovaccines would be injected into the
body, and further they would stimulate the body to generate
antigen-specific CD8+ T cells with high cytotoxic activity, which
could effectively identify and kill tumor cells. Considering that
the immune escape effect of the tumors can instigate the T cell
anergy [31], which would badly inhibit the functionality and tumo-
ricidal capacity of the nanovaccine-induced T cells [32]. The PD-1
antibody (aPD-1) is employed to block the PD-L1/PD-1 interaction
between tumors and T cells, for maintaining the antitumor activity
of the nanovaccine-induced T cells. The combination of the PCO
nanovaccine with aPD-1 treatment, not only can break the bottle-
necks involving the low in vivo delivery efficiency of nanovaccine
and tumor immune escape effect, but also can synergistically
enhance the treatment outcome of the antitumor immunotherapy,
profiting by the cooperation of the ‘‘T cell induction” competency
of the nanovaccine to activate the body’s antitumor immune
responses and the ‘‘T cell maintenance” function of the aPD-1 for
reducing the tumor immune escape effect (Fig. 1). The preparation,
physical–chemical properties and the immunostimulatory capacity
of the PCO nanovaccine would be characterized in detail in the
study. Further, the in vivo combinational antitumor therapeutic
effects and the cooperation mechanism would be systematically
evaluated. We hope that the explorations in this study can moti-
vate new ideas for the design and construction of facile nanovacci-
nes, and provide an effective and feasible strategy for improving
the cancer immunotherapy efficiency.

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/


Fig. 1. The cancer immunotherapy strategy by cooperating PCO nanovaccine with aPD-1. PCO nanovaccine was subcutaneously (s.c.) injected into the mice. After uptake the
PCO, immature DC (iDC) was stimulated into mature DC (mDC), and further presented the antigen-peptide to T cell for activating antigen-specific T cell. However, tumors
could adopt PD-L1/PD-1 pathway to instigate T cell anergy, so aPD-1 was utilized via tail vein injection (i.v.) to block the immune escape and mediate T cell rejuvenation. By
cooperating the ‘‘T cell induction” of PCO nanovaccine and the ‘‘T cell maintainance” of aPD-1, the immunotherapy efficiency would be synergistically enhanced.
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Materials and methods

Materials

PRT, OVA, propidium iodide (PI) and lipopolysaccharides (LPS)
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA). CpG
1826 (50-TCC ATG ACG TTC CTG ACG TT-30) was bought from
Sangon (Shanghai, China). Granulocyte-macrophage colony stimu-
lating factor (GM-CSF) and interleukin-4 (IL-4) from mouse were
bought from Novus Biologicals (Colorado, USA). The antibodies
such as CD11c-PE, CD86-APC, CD80-FITC, CD3e-PE, CD8a-FITC
and OVA257-264 (SIINFEKL) peptide bound to H-2 Kb APC for flow
cytometry (FCM) detection, and the biotinylated OVA257-264 (SIIN-
FEKL) peptide bound to H-2 Kb monoclonal antibody for
immunofluorescence, these antibodies were all bought from eBio-
science (CA, USA). The ELISA kits for mouse interleukin-6 (IL-6),
tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) and interferon-c (IFN-c) were
bought from R&D Systems (Minneapolis, MA, USA). The aPD-1
(InVivoMab anti-mouse PD-1) was purchased from BioXcell (New
Hampshire, USA). Avidin-FITC was bought from Boster Bio-Tech
(Wuhan, China).
Preparation of the PCO nanovaccine

The PCO nanovaccine was prepared through simple mixing by
virtue of the electrostatic interaction between the polycationic
PRT and the negatively charged OVA and CpG. Briefly, PRT, CpG
and OVA were respectively dissolved in ultrapure water or PBS
(pH 7.4, 0.01 M) at the concentrations of 1 mg/mL, 0.5 mg/mL
and 1 mg/mL. Different volumes of PRT, CpG and OVA solution
were pipetted, and then mixed these three components together
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by vortex for 20 s. The mixed solution was further incubated qui-
etly for 30 min to form the complex nanoparticles at room temper-
ature. The component ratio of the PCO nanovaccine could be
optionally adjusted to obtain different mass ratios of PCO
nanovaccines.
Zeta potential and particle size

The zeta potential, particle size and polydispersity index (PDI)
of the PCO nanovaccines were tested by zeta potential/particle size
analyzer (Zetasizer Nano ZS90, Malvern Instruments Ltd., UK). The
PCO nanovaccines were freshly prepared according to the above
mentioned method, and the testing OVA concentration was
25 lg/mL.
Morphology and stability studies

The morphological feature of the PCO nanovaccine was
observed by transmission electron microscope (TEM) with a JEM-
1200EX TEM system (NEC, Tokyo, Japan). The PCO nanovaccine
aqueous solution was placed onto a 200-mesh carbon-coated cop-
per grid for staying until the samples were completely dried. TEM
was operated at 50 kV. The stability of the PCO nanovaccine was
monitored by analyzing the particle size fluctuating of the
nanovaccines incubated at 37 �C in 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS)
containing PBS (pH 7.4, 0.01 M) for different times.
Culture of bone marrow-derived dendritic cells (BMDCs)

BMDCs were obtained from the mouse bone marrow cells.
C57BL/6 mice (female, 4–6 weeks) were purchased from Vital River
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Company (Beijing, China). Before the dissection, the mice were
euthanized and further soaked in 75% (v/v) ethanol for steriliza-
tion. The femurs and tibias of the hind limbs were obtained for fur-
ther collecting the bone marrow cells from the bone cavities. The
cells were filtered and dispersed by 200-mesh cell strainer. The
cells were cultured for 7 days in RPMI 1640 medium with 10%
FBS, 100 IU/mL penicillin, 100 mg/mL streptomycin and additive
cytokines (including 10 ng/mL GM-CSF and 5 ng/mL IL-4) for stim-
ulating the differentiation of the bone marrow cells to transform
into BMDCs.

Cellular uptake in BMDCs

The cellular uptake of the PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs was
detected by flow cytometry (FCM). BMDCs were cultured in 6-
well plates (1 � 106 cells/well) overnight. The PCO nanovaccines
(containing FITC-OVA) were freshly prepared before the experi-
ment. The BMDCs were co-cultured with the PCO nanovaccines
(the testing OVA concentration was 5 lg/mL, containing OVA
10 lg/well). After 4 h incubation, the BMDCs were collected and
washed with PBS. The cellular uptake was detected with a flow
cytometer (BD FACS AriaIII, USA).

Cytotoxicity assay in BMDCs

The cytotoxicity of the PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs was tested
via PI labeling. The BMDCs were cultured in 6-well plates
(1 � 106 cells/well) overnight. The next day, the nanovaccines were
prepared and added to the plates (the testing OVA concentration
was 5 lg/mL, containing OVA 10 lg/well) for incubating with the
BMDCs. After 24 h, the BMDCs were gathered and labeled with PI
reagent at 4 �C for 30 min. The BMDCs were washed and further
detected by FCM (BD FACS AriaIII, USA).

Intracellular localization and endosomal escape

The intracellular localization and the endosomal escape of the
PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs were visualized by confocal laser
scanning microscopy (CLSM). BMDCs were cultured on sterilized
coverslips in 6-well plates (1 � 106 cells/well) overnight. The
PCO nanovaccines containing FITC-OVA were freshly prepared
and added to the cells (the testing OVA concentration was
5 lg/mL, containing OVA 10 lg/well). The BMDCs were incubated
with the PCO nanovaccines over different time periods (1 h, 4 h and
6 h). After incubation, the BMDCs were fixed with 4%
paraformaldehyde. Cell nuclei were labelled with Hoechst 33,258
for 10 min. The endosomes were stained with Lyso-Tracker Red
at 37 �C for 30 min. The result was recorded by CLSM (Leica TCS
SP8, Germany).

Maturation of BMDCs

To test the stimulating effect of the PCO nanovaccines on
BMDCs maturation, representative co-stimulatory molecules and
cytokines were detected. The BMDCs were cultured in 6-well
plates (1 � 106 cells/well) overnight. PCO nanovaccines were
freshly prepared and added to the cells (the testing OVA concentra-
tion was 5 lg/mL, containing OVA 10 lg/well). The BMDCs were
co-cultured with the PCO nanovaccines. And 24 h later, the culture
supernatants and the BMDCs were collected separately. The
BMDCs were labeled with CD11c-PE, CD80-FITC and CD86-APC
antibodies at 4 �C for 30 min. After that, the BMDCs were washed
with PBS and measured by FCM (BD FACS AriaIII, USA). The cytoki-
nes including tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a) and interleukin-6
(IL-6) in culture supernatants were detected by ELISA kit. The stan-
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dard sample was operated to prepare a calibration curve. The OD
value of the samples was measured under 450 nm by microplate
reader (THERMO FISHER Multiskan FC, USA).
In vivo antitumor therapy

The in vivo antitumor therapy was carried out in C57BL/6 mice
(female, 6–8 weeks). The B16 melanoma cell line expressing OVA
(B16-OVA) was utilized to construct subcutaneous tumor model,
the cells were kindly provided by Golden Transfer Science and
Technology Co.Ltd. (Changchun, China). The B16-OVA cells were
cultivated and expanded to a certain quantity. At day 0, the B16-
OVA cells (5 � 105 cells in 100 lL PBS per mouse) were injected
subcutaneously into the back of the mice. These mice were ran-
domly divided into four groups, including PBS, PCO, aPD-1 and
PCO + aPD-1. At day 1, the tumor-bearing mice were inoculated
with PCO nanovaccines (P/C/O mass ratio = 2/0.5/1, OVA equiva-
lent, 30 lg/mouse, 100 lL) via subcutaneous injection, the
nanovaccines were weekly administrated for three times. The
aPD-1 (40 lg/mouse, 100 lL) was administrated into the mice
though tail vein injection twice a week for five times. Tumor size
and body weight of the mice were regularly recorded during the
treatment. The tumor volume was calculated basing the formula:
L � S2/2 (L and S respectively represented the long and short diam-
eter). At the end of the therapy, the mice were euthanatized to
obtain the tumors and major organs for evaluating the therapeutic
effect.
OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors

OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors were detected by FCM.
Fresh tumors were anatomized from the sacrificed mice, the
tumors were kept in ice bath and immediately cut into pieces,
and the tissues were extruded and dispersed via a 200-mesh cell
strainer. The cells were washed with PBS and further labeled with
CD3e-PE, CD8a-FITC and OVA257-264 (SIINFEKL) peptide bound to
H-2 Kb APC antibodies for 30 min. The cells were analyzed by
FCM (BD FACS AriaIII, USA).
IFN-c and TNF-a in tumors

The cytokines including IFN-c and TNF-a in tumors were mea-
sured by ELISA kit. Briefly, the tumor tissues (100 mg) were cut
into small pieces and homogenized in cold PBS. After that, the
supernatants were gathered through centrifugation and the cyto-
kine contents were evaluated according to the protocols of the
ELISA kits. A calibration curve was established with the standard
sample. The OD value of the samples was detected under 450 nm
by microplate reader (THERMO FISHER Multiskan FC, USA). The
concentrations of the samples were further calculated according
to the calibration curve.
Histological and immunofluorescence analyses

The biosafety and the levels of the OVA-specific CD8+ T cells
were respectively evaluated by histological and immunofluores-
cence analyses. The major organs and the tumors of the sacrificed
mice were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde. These tissues were
further embedded in paraffin, and the prepared sections were
stained with hematoxylin-eosin (H&E) for histological analysis.
The tumor paraffin sections were further processed by immunoflu-
orescence staining for observing OVA-specific CD8+ T cells. The
biotinylated OVA257-264 antibody was utilized for specifically bind-
ing the OVA-specific CD8+ T cells, and Avidin-FITC was further
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added for visualization. The immunofluorescence was recorded by
CLSM (Leica TCS SP8, Germany).

Statistical analysis

All measurements were performed in triplicate and presented
as mean ± SD. One-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Bonfer-
roni’s post hoc test was implemented to compare the statistical sig-
nificance. *p < 0.05 represented statistically significant. **p < 0.01
and ***p < 0.001 represented extremely significant.

Ethics statement

All experiments involving animals were conducted in accor-
dance with the guidelines for laboratory animals established by
the Animal Care and Use Committee of Weifang Medical University
(Approval no. 2020SDL101).

Results and discussion

Zeta potential and particle size

The PCO nanovaccines were constructed through a very conve-
nient and time-saving process by simple mixing depending on the
electrostatic binding interaction between the polycationic PRT and
the negatively charged OVA and CpG. Furthermore, the nanovac-
cine preparation was a chemical bench-free ‘‘green” process with-
out chemical synthesis and modification, and no organic solvent
Fig. 2. (A) The zeta potential of the PCO nanovaccines. (B) The particle size of the PCO n
PRT/CpG/OVA = PCO. (C) The TEM image of the PCO nanovaccines (scale bar = 100 nm). (D
for different time.
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was required, which could preserve the immunological activities
of the antigens and adjuvants. Besides, the modularly constituted
PRT/adjuvant/antigen nanovaccine strategy has good flexibility
and expandability, other appropriate adjuvants and antigens can
also be chosen and loaded in the platform according to the tumor
types and characteristics. And the ingredients of the nanovaccines
were available and affordable commercialized materials, which
were also feasible for clinical translation. Therefore, it was conjec-
tured that the PCO nanovaccine was a simple and practical tumor
vaccine construction scenario which would be favored both by
researcher and clinician.

To verify the formation of the PCO nanovaccines, the zeta
potential and particle size (Fig. 2A and 2B) were detected right
after the PCO nanovaccines were prepared freshly. For free
CpG/OVA (abbreviated as CO), the zeta potential was �5.61 mV,
due to both of the OVA protein and the CpG oligonucleotide were
negatively charged innately. The particle size of the CO complex
was 855.3 nm, it was speculated that the intertwine effect of the
two biomacromolecules might exist to form the relatively uncon-
solidated particles. After complex with PRT, the CpG and OVA were
condensed, and the PCO nanovaccines exhibited a compacted size
and held a high positive zeta potential, which confirmed that the
polycationic PRT could package the CpG and OVA into nanoparti-
cles effectively. With the PRT ratio increased, the zeta potential
was also getting higher, and the particle size of the PCO nanovac-
cines was slightly undulated, but all of them were below
150 nm, and the PCO nanovaccine with mass ratio of 2/0.5/1 dis-
played the smallest particle size (117.3 nm). Moreover, it was
anovaccines. For simplicity, the nanoparticles were abbreviated as: CpG/OVA = CO,
) The stability of the PCO nanovaccines incubated in 10% FBS-containing PBS (pH 7.4)
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worth mentioning that the polydispersity index (PDI) of all the PCO
nanovaccines was below 0.2 (the data were not shown), which sig-
nified a narrow size distribution and relatively homogeneous par-
ticle size.
Morphology and stability studies

The morphological feature of the PCO nanovaccines was visual-
ized by TEM. As shown in Fig. 2C and 2D, the PCO nanovaccines
exhibited spherical morphology with homogeneous particle size.
And the PCO particle size of the TEM result was much smaller than
that of the hydrodynamic diameter shown in Fig. 2B, because of the
PCO nanoparticles had been shrunken accompanied by water evap-
oration during the natural drying process. To observe the stability,
the PCO nanovaccines were incubated in 10% FBS-containing PBS
(simulating physiological environment) for 48 h. As shown in
Fig. 2D, the particle size of the PCO nanovaccines changed slightly
during the 24 h, which illustrated that the PCO nanovaccines could
maintain stable in the body over a sufficient time for APCs capture.
Cellular uptake in BMDCs and cytotoxicity assay

The cellular uptake of nanovaccines by APCs is a prerequisite to
stimulate the antigen-specific immune responses. It was reported
that the positively charged nanovaccines were apt to access the
negatively charged cell membranes via electrostatic attraction,
which would facilitate further cellular uptake and internalization
of the nanovaccines in APCs [33,34]. Moreover, the nano-sized vac-
cines also could be captured by the APCs easily [35]. To verify the
cellular uptake of the PCO nanovaccines in APCs, BMDCs were gen-
erated from the bone marrow cells of the C57BL/6 mice. The cellu-
lar uptake of the PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs was detected by
FCM. As shown in Fig. 3A, the cellular uptake of the CO group
was very low, which meant that the negatively charged unconsol-
idated CO complexes were not easily phagocytized by BMDCs.
However, the PCO nanovaccines presented much higher cellular
uptake than CO complexes, which demonstrated that the positive
charge and arginine-rich sequence of PRT could assist the PCO
nanovaccines to cross the cell membrane of BMDCs and enhance
the cellular uptake efficiency significantly. Meanwhile, compared
with the CO complexes, the smaller size of the PCO nanovaccines
might be another advantage to facilitate the phagocytosis in
BMDCs. The result clearly certified that the CpG and OVA co-
loaded PCO nanovaccines had efficient cellular uptake in BMDCs.

The cytotoxicity of the PCO nanovaccines against BMDCs was
further tested by PI labeling (Fig. 3B). The cell viabilities of the
PCO nanovaccines were all above 90%, which were comparable to
the PBS group. As a natural polypeptide and FDA approved agent,
Fig. 3. (A) The cellular uptake of the PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs. FITC-OVA was used
nanovaccines against BMDCs for 24 h.
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PRT owns good biological safety, low immunogenicity and high
stability. These unique characteristics of PRT could well meet the
requirements of vaccine carrier, therefore it attracted us to explore
the feasibility of constructing PRT-based nanovaccines. The cyto-
toxicity result confirmed that the CpG and OVA co-loaded PCO
nanovaccines had no cytotoxicity in BMDCs, which would ensure
the DCs exert their functions normally after phagocytizing the
PCO nanovaccines.
Intracellular localization and endosomal escape

The intracellular localization and the endosomal escape of the
PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs were recorded by CLSM. The BMDCs
were incubated with the PCO nanovaccines over different time
periods (1 h, 4 h and 6 h). For CLSM observation, FITC-OVA was uti-
lized for nanovaccine preparation and fluorescence tracking. As
shown in Fig. 4, after incubation for 1 h, the CO complexes dis-
played negligible green fluorescence in BMDCs, which meant that
tiny amount of CO complexes were internalized in BMDCs. Instead,
abundant of green fluorescence appeared in BMDCs for the PCO
nanovaccines compared to CO complexes, meaning that a large
amount of PCO nanovaccines were rapidly phagocytized and inter-
nalized by BMDCs within just one hour, and many of these PCO
nanovaccines were found to separate with the endosomes. The
result clearly indicated that the polycationic PRT could facilitate
the cellular internalization and endosomal escape of the PCO
nanovaccines within a short time. After 4 h incubation, the cellular
uptake of the CO complexes was still very low, only very little flu-
orescence signal could be detected in BMDCs. For the PCO nanovac-
cines, the cellular internalization further increased, the
nanovaccines were broadly distributed throughout the whole cyto-
plasm. Moreover, it could be found from the merged and the
enlarged images that the green fluorescence was not co-localized
with the red signal, which meant that lots of the PCO nanovaccines
had escaped from the endosomes. Further incubation for 6 h, it was
inspiring to see that more green fluorescence was disengaged from
the red signal, demonstrating that more PCO nanovaccines had
broken through the endosome membrane barrier and escaped into
the cytoplasm from the endosomes. The ‘‘proton sponge” effect of
PRT was speculated to play a vital role in disrupting the endosome
membrane and assisting the endosomal escape of the antigen. The
fled antigens in the cytoplasm would be further processed to
accomplish the cross-presentation for priming the antigen-
specific CD8+ T cells via the major histocompatibility complex class
I (MHC I) pathway [36,37]. The CLSM result provided visualized
evidence for the efficient cellular internalization and the endoso-
mal escape of the PCO nanovaccines in BMDCs, which would fur-
for nanovaccine preparation and FCM detection. (B) The cytotoxicity of the PCO



Fig. 4. CLSM images of the BMDCs incubated with the nanovaccines for 1 h, 4 h and 6 h. Cell nucleus was stained blue by Hoechst, FITC-OVA was used for fluorescence
tracking, and the endosome was stained red with Lyso-Tracker Red (abbreviated as Lyso-Tra).
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ther contribute to induce the maturation of BMDCs and down-
stream antigen-specific T cell-based immune responses.
Maturation of BMDCs

The maturation of DCs is the key to ensure the antigen presen-
tation for priming the T cells [38,39]. The stimulatory effect of the
PCO nanovaccines on BMDC maturation was evaluated by detect-
ing the expression of representative co-stimulatory molecules
and the secretion of cytokines. The co-stimulatory molecule
CD80 and CD86 on BMDC membrane surface was detected by
FCM, and the cytokine IL-6 and TNF-a secretion was measured
by ELISA. The results of CD80 and CD86 expression were presented
in Fig. 5A-D, and LPS was used as the positive control. The polyca-
tionic PRT alone (abbreviated as P) showed slightly lower CD80
and CD86 expression compared with LPS. For CO complexes, the
CD80 and CD86 expression was also lower than that of LPS. After
loaded by PRT, the PCO nanovaccines exhibited elevated CD80
and CD86 expression, because that the PRT carrying could promote
the antigen and adjuvant internalizing into the BMDCs, which
would further stimulate the maturation of BMDCs. For the cytokine
IL-6 and TNF-a secretion (Fig. 5E and 5F), the PCO nanovaccines
also exhibited superlative effect on stimulating the BMDCs to
secrete cytokine IL-6 and TNF-a. The above results demonstrated
that the PCO nanovaccines had excellent stimulatory effect on
BMDC maturation with better improved co-stimulatory molecule
expression and cytokine secretion than that of CO complexes.
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In vivo antitumor therapy

In order to directly evaluate the performance of the PCO
nanovaccines, in vivo antitumor therapy was carried out in B16-
OVA melanoma model established subcutaneously on C57BL/6
mice. The aPD-1 was employed to enhance the immunotherapeutic
efficiency by blocking the immune escape effect of tumors for
maintaining the antitumor effects of the nanovaccine-induced T
cells. The therapeutic schedule was carefully planned and illus-
trated in Fig. 6A. At day 0, B16-OVA cells were subcutaneously
inoculated into the back of the C57BL/6 mice. Then, the mice were
randomly divided into four groups including PBS, PCO, aPD-1 and
PCO + aPD-1. At day 1, the tumor-bearing mice were subcuta-
neously administrated with the PCO nanovaccines weekly for three
times. The aPD-1 was further administrated into the mice though
tail vein injection twice a week for five times. The tumor size
and the body weight of the mice were recorded every three days.
After treatment, the mice were euthanatized at day 20, the tumors
were collected for analyzing the antitumor therapeutic efficiency.
As shown in Fig. 6B, the tumor volume rapidly increased for the
PBS group, and at day 19, the tumor volume had developed over
2000 mm3, so the therapy was humanely ended considering the
laboratory animal welfare and ethics guidelines. The PCO nanovac-
cine or aPD-1 alone could inhibit the tumor development in a hum-
ble manner. Encouragingly, the PCO + aPD-1 group displayed best
antitumor therapeutic effect than the other groups, and the growth
tendency of the tumor volume was significantly suppressed. In
Fig. 6D, the tumors were collected and photographed after the
in vivo treatment, and it was seen that the tumors of the



Fig. 5. (A, B) The co-stimulatory molecule CD80 and CD86 expression of the BMDCs incubated with the nanovaccines for 24 h, and (C, D) the corresponding representative
FCM plots. (E, F) The cytokine IL-6 and TNF-a secretion in the cell culture supernatants.
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PCO + aPD-1 group displayed minimum size compared with the
other groups. Furthermore, these tumors were individually
weighted one-by-one. As shown in Fig. 6E, the average tumor
weight of the PBS, PCO and aPD-1 group was respectively 6.7, 3.6
and 2.6-fold heavier than that of the PCO + aPD-1 group, which
indicated that the PCO + aPD-1 group could effectively inhibit
the B16-OVA tumor growth. The body weight of the mice was
recorded during the treatment, and the result (in Fig. 6C) showed
that the body weight of the mice for all the groups revealed a
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general trend of steady rise during the first week, and then the
body weight of the mice in PBS group increased distinctly with
the irrepressible development of the tumors. The PCO group also
showed an aberrant weight gain in the last week. By contrast,
the aPD-1 and PCO + aPD-1 group displayed slighter increase of
body weight than the other two groups, which was mainly due
to the effective tumor suppression accompanied with a relatively
lighter tumor weight growth. Meanwhile, during the treatment
process, no mice died for all the groups, indicating that the PCO



Fig. 6. (A) The therapeutic schedule of the in vivo antitumor therapy. (B) Tumor volume of the mice during the treatment. (C) Body weight of the mice during the treatment.
(D) Image of the excised tumors after the therapy. (E) Tumor weight of the different groups.
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nanovaccine and the aPD-1 administration were safe for the in vivo
antitumor therapy in mice.
OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors

The T cell-based adaptive immunity is crucial in vaccine-
induced antitumor immunotherapy [40,41]. To dissect the antitu-
mor effect of the different treatment groups, the T cells and the
OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors were investigated after the
antitumor therapy through FCM. As shown in Fig. 7A and B, the T
cell percentage in tumor tissues of the PCO group was higher than
that of the PBS group. And more T cells were found to infiltrate in
the tumors of the aPD-1 treated mice. More strikingly, the percent-
age of the T cells in tumors further increased for the PCO + aPD-1
group. The OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumor tissues were also
analyzed, and the result was presented in Fig. 7C and D. Corre-
spondingly, compared with the other groups, the PCO + aPD-1
group displayed the highest percentage of OVA-specific CD8+ T
cells in tumor tissues. The PCO nanovaccine alone only showed
humble effect on T cell infiltration, the immunosuppressive tumor
microenvironment might play a negative suppression effect on the
PCO nanovaccine-induced T cells. When cooperated with the aPD-
1, synergistically enhanced antitumor immune responses of the
body were induced by utilizing the aPD-1 to block the tumor
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immune escape effect and maintaining the normal antitumor func-
tion of the nanovaccine-induced T cells.
IFN-c and TNF-a in tumors

The cytokine IFN-c and TNF-a act as crucial effect molecules in
the antitumor immunity, and play important roles in the therapeu-
tic outcome [42,43]. Therefore, the production of the INF-c and
TNF-a in the tumors was measured via ELISA. As shown in
Fig. 7E, compared with the PBS group, the PCO and aPD-1 group
alone could trigger higher content of INF-c existed in tumors,
and the PCO + aPD-1 combination group displayed much superior
INF-c secretion in tumors among the four groups. For the TNF-a (in
Fig. 7F), the PCO only slightly increased the TNF-a production. By
contrast, the aPD-1 treatment had a better promotion on TNF-a
secretion. And consistent with the other results, the PCO + aPD-1
group presented the highest level of TNF-a in tumors than the
other groups. The IFN-c and TNF-a had been reported to play
important roles in the modulation of immune responses, and they
were crucial cytokines for tumor suppression. The content of IFN-c
and TNF-a in tumor tissues was in coordination with the other
results, and all these results indicated that the improved cancer
immunotherapy efficiency was achieved by the cooperation of
PCO nanovaccine and aPD-1 blockade.



Fig. 7. (A, B) Total T cells in tumors at the end of the antitumor therapy and the representative FCM plot. (C, D) OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors and the representative
FCM analysis images. (E) The cytokine IFN-c and (F) TNF-a level in tumors after the treatment.
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Histological and immunofluorescence analyses

To assess the histological safety and the antitumor effect of the
different treatment groups, H&E staining was implemented by
observing the major organs and tumors (Fig. 8A). It could be found
that the major organs of all the groups presented normal histolog-
ical morphology, and the pathological abnormality was not
observed in the tissue sections. However, the histological morphol-
ogy of the tumors treated with different groups had shown some
distinctions. For the PBS group, the cell arrangement of the tumors
was compact. The PCO or aPD-1 treatment alone had slightly
destroyed the tumor tissues. After the PCO + aPD-1 treatment,
the tumorous histomorphology had changed dramatically, a large
number of tumor cells were destroyed and the cell nuclei were dis-
solved, displaying the prominent antitumor efficacy of the
PCO + aPD-1 combination therapy. The OVA-specific CD8+ T cells
in tumor tissues were visualized by immunofluorescence staining,
and the result was shown in Fig. 8B. Consistent with the FCM result
(Fig. 7B), when the tumors were treated with the PCO + aPD-1,
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more OVA-specific CD8+ T cells were observed in the tumor tissues
compared with the other groups. These results collectively demon-
strated that the cooperation of PCO nanovaccine with aPD-1 could
effectively and feasibly enhance the antitumor immunotherapeutic
effect.
Conclusions

In summary, an effective and feasible cancer immunotherapy
strategy was proposed in this study by cooperating facile PCO
nanovaccine with aPD-1 blockade. This study possesses the follow-
ing highlights: (1) The minimalist antigen and adjuvant co-delivery
nanovaccine was developed with convenient and chemical bench-
free ‘‘green” preparation process without chemical synthesis and
modification, and no organic solvent was required, which could
preserve the immunological activities of the antigens and adju-
vants. (2) The facile nanovaccine displayed the advantages of easy
preparation, good stability and satisfactory antigen-delivery per-



Fig. 8. (A) H&E staining of the major organs and tumors. (B) Immunofluorescence staining of the OVA-specific CD8+ T cells in tumors.
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formance, involving enhanced cellular uptake in DCs, endosomal
escape and promoted stimulation for DC maturation. (3) The com-
bination of the nanovaccine with aPD-1 synergistically enhanced
the immunotherapy outcome, profiting by the cooperation of the
‘‘T cell induction” competency of the nanovaccine to activate the
body’s antitumor immune responses and the ‘‘T cell maintenance”
function of the aPD-1 for reducing the tumor immune escape
effect. By the two-pronged approach, highly enhanced antitumor
immunotherapeutic effect was achieved, ensuring the therapeutic
scheme more practical and efficient. (4) The modularly constituted
PRT/adjuvant/antigen nanovaccine strategy has good flexibility
and expandability, other appropriate adjuvants and antigens can
also be chosen and loaded in the platform according to the tumor
types and characteristics. And the nanovaccine also can be
matched with the suitable immune checkpoint antibodies with
high response rates, which is conducive to personalized treatment
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for specific cases. (5) The ingredients of the nanovaccines were
available and affordable commercialized materials. Utilizing the
natural polycationic PRT as the carrier not only improved the
in vivo vaccine delivery efficiency but also expanded the applica-
tion of the natural PRT material. Furthermore, as a FDA approved
safe material for clinical use, PRT is beneficial to the further clinical
application and translation. The explorations in this study will
motivate new ideas for the design and construction of nanovacci-
nes, and provide important scientific basis for improving the
immunotherapy efficiency. Besides, this study also has some limi-
tations. It is important to comprehensively clarify the action mech-
anism of this nanovaccine, and the safety of the PCO nanovaccine
also should be studied systematically. Moreover, the effectiveness
of the PCO nanovaccine should be further verified in other tumor
models. More detailed and in-depth research will be further con-
ducted in the future. If the basic research can achieve the expected
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results, the clinical application and translation are worth looking
forward to, and will have great potential in cancer immunotherapy.
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